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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Accelerometer-Based Vigilance State Classification in Dairy Cows
Globally, dairy farming is a $700 billion industry, with more than 9 million dairy 
cows in the United States alone. Depriving cows of required activities such as sleep 
has been shown to negatively impact reproductive efficiency, decrease the volume 
of milk produced, and increase the risk of culling. Overcrowded herds can decrease 
individual animal health, demanding the need for automatic behavior detection that 
would provide insight into their state of health.
Using electroencephalography (EEG), electrooculography (EOG), and electromyo-
graphy (EMG) to characterize the phases of sleep is a technique which has been used 
for decades. While these techniques are considered the gold standard for determining 
sleep states, they are not well suited for industrial applications such as monitoring 
sleep quality of a large herd of cattle. Previous studies have instead explored the 
viability of using accelerometers to capture motion information that may give insight 
into the quality of sleep of an individual animal. In these studies, a researcher assigns 
a true state classification based on a visual observation of the cows behaviors. These 
behaviors can be ambiguous, resulting in errors in the true state classifications. In 
this study, > 300 hours of EEG, EMG, and EOG signals were collected and scored. 
The data was segmented into 30 second windows and assigned one of four vigilance 
states: wake, drowsing, Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep, and non-Rapid Eye Move-
ment (NREM) sleep. These more robust labels coupled with features extracted from 
synchronously gathered accelerometer data form the basis of the analysis performed.
This thesis evaluates the effectiveness of using accelerometer based features to 
predict the vigilance state of dairy cows. Three classification algorithms were used: 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), and 
Radial Basis Function Support Vector Machines (RBF-SVM). At best, classification 
between all four vigilance states had an accuracy of 47% ± 2%. While this outper-
forms a random guess, it falls short of the inter-scorer agreement of 75%. Grouping 
wake and drowse together and grouping REM and NREM together improved classifi-
cation accuracy to 76% ± 2%. Leave one cow out cross validation revealed that these 
algorithms lacked generalizability, with some cows performing much worse overall. 
Leave one scorer out cross validation also showed a drop in classification accuracy 
between all four classes, but did not affect other classification strategies.
Additionally, a regressive approach to measuring EEG-EMG signal properties 
from accelerometer data was investigated. This involved predicting the relative power 
spectral density of different frequency bands of the EEG signal. This approach offers 
an alternative to classification for gaining information about brain state, and there-
fore quality of sleep in an animal. The same accelerometer based features used in 
classification were used to train a bagged trees regression model. Regression results 
are summarized by the correlation coefficient R. The Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta 
band R values were all > 0.4, however Gamma was worse at < 0.3. The same forms 
of cross validation done with classification were done with regression. Both resulted 
in lower correlations for Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta bands, and significantly lower 
correlation in the Gamma band.
These results indicate that using accelerometer data may be insufficient to accu-
rately predict vigilance states, or infer brainstate spectral distributions. Additional 
sensors such as heart rate sensors may enhance the feature space, improving classi-
fication and regression results. However in the case of classification, the inter-scorer 
agreement defines the maximum attainable accuracy. Modifications to the methods 
of data collection which focus on improving inter-scorer agreement may improve the 
performance of the explored algorithms.
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Regression, Vigilance State Classification
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Dairy Farming is the agricultural practice of gathering milk, and in the United States
consisted of 9.39 million dairy cows that produced 223 billion pounds of milk in 2020
[1]. Since the end of World War II, the dairy industry has been transitioning away
from smaller farming operations in favor of fewer, larger farms [2] [3]. This trend
resulted in economies of scale, lowering the cost to maintain an individual animal.
The byproducts of dairy farming, such as bovine feces, have negative environmental
impacts and must be dealt with. This imposes an effective limit on the size of dairy
farming operations and has required farmers to maximize each animals production to
keep up with demand. Poor animal health has been shown to decrease the volume of
milk they produce, which has put great importance on understanding their behaviors
and maximizing their welfare. Manually monitoring animal welfare is impractical,
and thus there is a need for automatic low cost monitoring. Maintaining livestock
welfare is critical for efficient operation [4], livestock health and productivity [5], and
to uphold ethical farming practices [6].
The first step of automating the behavior classification process is remotely gath-
ering data from the animal. Depending on the sensors used, the behaviors that can
be recognized in the data will change. In order for a sensing platform to be effective,
it needs to provide insight into behaviors which impact animal welfare, while not
requiring frequent manual intervention. Systems which rely on cameras have been
used for identification of at-risk pregnancies and births [7]. Others have explored us-
ing Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking to monitor the macroscopic behaviors
of herds [8]. These techniques are minimally invasive to the animal, and monitor-
ing these macro-behaviors can provide insight into animal welfare. Ruckebusch et
al. provide some of the earliest efforts on understanding livestock vigilance states
using electroencephalography (EEG), electrooculography (EOG), and electromyog-
raphy (EMG) [9]. A vigilance state describes a level of arousal and cognitive function
in a subject. Dairy cows have four primary vigilance states: awake, drowsing, non
rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. EEG
monitoring methods have improved over the years [10] [11], and they provide the
most reliable data for classifying different vigilance states [12]. EEG monitoring
comes with drawbacks however, the most impactful being that mounting the probes
is disruptive to cow behavior, and there is no commercially viable sensing platform
for regularly monitoring EEG/EMG in dairy farming. This research aims to lever-
age synchronously gathered EEG, EMG, and Accelerometer data from 11 dairy cows
to evaluate multiple classification methods which can determine cow vigilance state
using exclusively accelerometer based features.
1
1.1 Sleep
1.1.1 The Structure of Sleep
In a review paper by Siegel, sleep is defined as ”a state of immobility with greatly
reduced responsiveness, which can be distinguished from coma or anesthesia by its
rapid reversibility” [13]. Sleep in all mammals primarily falls into two distinct types;
Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep, and non-Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) sleep.
The environment a species lives in, their size, and their diet all show correlations
with sleep habits [13], specifically in the total time spent sleeping, and the relative
amounts of REM vs. NREM sleep. Mammalian sleep is composed of sleep cycles, and
in each of these cycles a period of NREM sleep and REM sleep can be observed [14].
The transition from an awake state to NREM sleep is characterized by a change from
low voltage, fast activity (LVFA) EEG signals to high voltage, slow activity (HVSA).
During NREM sleep one can observe low frequency synchronized firing of neurons
in large sections of the brain [13]. In higher mammals, the periods of deep NREM
sleep are referred to as slow wave sleep Following NREM sleep in the cycle is REM
sleep, which is characterized by wake-like EEG patterns, muscle paralysis, and vivid
dreaming. While the EEG patterns of REM sleep are un-synchronized and composed
of higher frequencies, the EMG signals, often measured in the jaw and neck [11], are
substantially lower in amplitude than in a wake state.
1.1.2 Functions of Sleep
Sleep has been observed to be essential to survival in all mammals, however the
duration and the nature of that sleep varies between different species. While the
exact purpose of sleep are still debated, the consequences for insufficient sleep, both
REM and NREM, have been clearly observed. In the context of humans, the average
amount one sleeps per night has been steadily decreasing, and has been linked to
metabolic issues such as obesity and diabetes [15]. For cows, a similar trend can be
observed: as farms are overcrowded, the available lying space and time spent lying
decrease. The same adverse effects appear in dairy cows, and the welfare crisis this
creates can manifest in reduced milk production [5].
One theory on the purpose of NREM sleep is the conservation of energy. It
has been observed that smaller mammals sleep longer than larger ones [16]. This
observation holds true when comparing different species; for example, bats can sleep
18-20 hours per day, while elephants sleep 3-4 hours per day. One explanation of
this trend is the difference in surface area to volume ratios. Larger mammals benefit
from a lower surface area to volume ratio, decreasing the relative rate of energy lost
to their environment as compared to smaller mammals. It is thus advantageous for
these small mammals to seek insulated shelter and sleep more hours per day [13].
The same observation holds when observing sleep patterns of younger mammals,
but for potentially different reasons. Weerd et al. have presented a theory that REM
sleep plays a role in the development of the nervous system. This comes from a strong
correlation of mammals born with relatively immature nervous systems spending
a greater amount of the sleeping hours in the REM phase compared to matured
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subjects. Human infants seek as much as 16 hours of sleep per day. However, this
number slowly decreases to 14-15 hours by 3 months, and eventually 13-14 hours by
6 months of development [17]. Furthermore, in utero, developing individuals spend
between 12 and 18 hours of the day in REM sleep [14]. Developing altricial mammals,
those which are born immobile, hairless, and unable to obtain their own food, can
experience thousands of REM sleep muscle twitches. When coupled with otherwise
low muscle tone, this may play a role in mapping nervous signals to motor movements
[18]. In newborn mammals, sleep may have also evolved as a risk averse way of passing
the day, and conserving energy, while their bodies mature [13].
An interesting trend can also be observed when comparing the period of an indi-
vidual sleep cycle across different mammals. In humans, sleep cycles have a period
of approximately 90 minutes, with a 60 minute NREM cycle followed by a 30 minute
REM cycle. However, this sleep pattern is not the same across all mammals. The
length of NREM and REM sleep bouts, and the overall sleep cycle period, have been
strongly correlated with body mass and brain size [13]. One potential explanation
for this observation is that in larger brains, it takes more time to accomplish the
biochemical functions of REM and NREM sleep, dictating a longer cycle time.
1.1.3 Drowsing in Cows
In addition to the differences in sleep duration and structure as discussed in 1.1.1
and 1.1.2, there are notable differences between drowsing in cows and in humans.
While drowsing in humans is a transitional state, going from alert wakefulness into
NREM, cows spend more than half of every day in a state of drowsing [9]. Drowsing
is characterized by a mixture of the frequency contents typical of both being awake
(LVFA) and NREM sleep (HVSA). Cows also experience a slight decrease in muscle
tone, heart rate, and respiratory rates. Drowsing periods in cows last an average of
18 minutes, and conclude with a quick transition to either NREM sleep or awake [9].
Not much is known about its function in cows, however the large quantity of drowsing
present suggests a high importance of this vigilance state in cow welfare.
1.2 Prior Work
1.2.1 Telemetry in Agriculture
An animal being deprived of a required activity can be negatively impacted. The
types of activities needed and the relative amounts of each are different across species.
With large herds, manually monitoring each animal for evidence that their needs are
being satisfied quickly becomes impractical. Telemetry is the first step of automation.
The importance of remote detection and classification of livestock behaviors will in-
crease with the growing dairy market because increasing each animal’s production is
more scalable than increasing the size of the operation. This paper divides the prior
work in livestock telemetry based on the nature of the behaviors observed. Research
involving the nature or detection of vigilance states will be discussed as Sleep related
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behaviors. Those which cover other aspects of cow behaviors and wellness will be
discussed as non-sleep behaviors.
Non-Sleep Behaviors
One of the most significant manifestations of poor livestock welfare is the presence of
lameness. Lameness is a condition that results from leg or foot pain, and can manifest
as altered walking or standing behavior[19]. Identifying and describing lameness in
a paper by D.J. Sprecher et. al [4], is one early example of quantifying animal
welfare based on their behaviors and actions. D.J. Sprecher et. al [4] are some of the
earliest to identify and quantify animal wellness based on their behaviors and actions.
The author explored the correlation between cow lameness, reproductive efficiency,
and risk of culling. Cows were scored based on back posture during both walking
and standing, as well as their gait, resulting in a value ranging from 1 (normal) to
5 (severely lame). Cows with lameness scores greater than 2, meaning that their
posture and and gait were altered while standing or walking, were shown to have
increased risk of being reproductively inefficient. Diagnosing the severity of lameness
instead of preventing it is a reactive strategy, however this scoring system provides
one of the earlier quantitative prognostic tools for tacking cow welfare.
One early use of telemetry in tracking cattle herd activity was presented in 2003 by
Eva Schlecht et al. [8]. The objective of this paper was to use differentially corrected
GPS data and human observations collected from 14 Zebu (Bos taurus indicussub, a
sub-species of cattle) to develop a linear classifier capable of identifying 3 different
behaviors: resting, grazing, and walking. The author hypothesized that these three
behaviors will be most distinguishable by the relative distance of cow movements
over time, something that GPS is well equipped to measure. Schlecht highlighted the
point that previous studies which have accomplished similar results were done with
additional sensors, such as accelerometers mounted to the jaw as a means of detecting
grazing [20]. The novelty in this paper comes from only using a GPS, and using more
advanced discrimination techniques to identify distinct behaviors. This principle will
be applied later on in this paper, training a classifier with reliable sensor data to
discern behaviors from more convenient sensor data.
Another automated method of observing cow behaviors was presented more re-
cently by Sumi et al [7]. The objective here was to help cows with calving (giving
birth) difficulty by remotely obtaining an estimate for when the cow would begin
calving. As a cow nears calving they will begin to adjust their posture more often,
and when assisted, many dangers of the calving process can be avoided, such as in-
jury or death of the mother and calf. The sensor being used here was a depth camera
which continually monitored pregnant cattle. By comparing the position of the cow
in the image relative to the ground, the author can identify a standing vs. lying
cow. In their implementation, features are extracted from the image and passed to a
support vector machine (SVM), and it returns whether or not the cow has changed
postures. Calving complications are perhaps one of the more extreme examples of
how improved behavior tracking can significantly improve the wellness of cows.
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Deniz et al. propose an acoustics-based monitoring system which was designed
for differentiating different eating actions [21]. The author identifies three distinct
actions: bite, chew, and chew-bite. These represent different phases of the cow pro-
cessing its food. An accurate measure of the volume of food being consumed by
pastural livestock helps show the state of welfare that animal is in, and may help
inform decisions regarding nutritional supplements given to the animal. The sensor
platform involves a directional microphone which is mounted to the top of a cows
head, and listens to eating sounds through bone conduction. The training data for
their classification algorithm was gathered by researchers with microphones. From
this data the author found that an eating event can be classified by the maximum
value of the sound signal, as well as the envelope of that sound. The author devel-
oped a classification algorithm based on these features which ran in their embedded
environment. The resulting classifications are compared to a set of true classifications
which are generated by experts manually scoring the segments aurally. The author
places a great deal of focus on their embedded system for gathering this data, which
also aligns with the focus of the industry: automation.
Accelerometers as stand alone sensors have been explored in several applications,
in humans [22] [23], as well as livestock behavior tracking. Nielsen et al. present their
findings on the effectiveness of a commercial accelerometer sensor platform called
the IceTag3D [24]. The focus of the work lies on improving the accuracy of the
product’s classifications of walking vs. standing. With more accurate information
about the durations of walking and standing events, an owner has a clearer picture
of the state of health of the cow. The device is intended to be mounted to one of the
legs of the cow, tracking the energy of movements and an approximate step count.
Slower walking patterns as well as leg movements while standing caused the majority
of the errors in the classifications. The author improves the accuracy of the results
with a moving average of the IceTag3Dś classification. This paper gives a good
evaluation of the IceTag3D product, which was used in the trials of the current
work. In 2009, Martiskainen et al. describe a method of identifying several different
cattle behaviors using a 3 axis accelerometer mounted to the neck of a cow [25].
The author scored the cow behavior using video recording systems in the barn. The
accelerometer data coupled with the human scored classifiers were segmented into
9 second intervals and used to train a Support Vector Machine. Features extracted
from the accelerometer data included mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
maximum value, minimum value, the energy contained in each axis of accelerometer
data, and pairwise correlations between each axis. This selection of features comes
from previous literature regarding activity tracking using accelerometers [23], and can
serve as a baseline feature set with room for more application specific features.
Borchers et al. review a selection of commercially available dairy cow monitoring
systems as compared to human observation of feeding, rumination, and lying behav-
iors [26]. All sensing platforms reviewed leveraged a 3 axis accelerometer. 48 different
cows were observed over the course of 8 days, recording the frequency and duration
of feeding, rumination, and lying periods. These specific behaviors can be reliably
measured with visual observations, and the author experienced low interobserver vari-
ability (r > 0.96 for feeding, r > 0.99 for lying, and r > 0.88 for rumination). The
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author shows that cows spent 26% of the recorded time actively feeding, 65% lying
down, and 51% ruminating (Rumination can occur while lying). The majority of the
products tested were designed to track one of these activities, and the author shows
that the product’s results correlated well with the visual observations. The signifi-
cance of this paper is that it summarizes the performance of commercially available
products designed to track these behaviors, and that they offer a robust solution to
this problem.
Sleep-Related Behaviors
Y. Ruckebusch presents some of the earliest material on measuring vigilance states of
livestock through EEG methods [9]. The author tracks the total time spent in each of
four different vigilance states, awake, drowsing, NREM sleep, and REM sleep, time
spend standing vs. lying, heart rate, respiration rate, and position of eyelids. In
the four species observed, the patterns which identified an EEG as belonging to one
vigilance or the other were similar. Cows were observed to spend 16, 52, 25, and 7%
of their day in the awake, drowsing, NREM, and REM vigilance states respectively.
Alert awakeness and REM sleep were both characterized by LVFA, NREM sleep by
HVSA, and drowsing by a combination of the two. There were also several physical
changes in cows which gave insight to their vigilance state. REM sleep in cows
is accompanied by a complete loss of muscle tone, reduced respiration and heart
rates, and completely closed eyelids compared to all other states. By using both
EEG and EMG data, these four wake states can be accurately differentiated, which
will be critical in generating the true state classifiers for this thesis. While EEG
is the accepted standard method of measuring vigilance state, due to technology at
the time, coupled with the thicker skulls of livestock, the electrodes needed to be
implanted inside of the animals skulls. The invasive nature of the measurements may
have altered the natural behaviors of the animals. This issue was later addressed
by Emma Ternman et al. [11] and Hänninen et al. [10]. Instead of drilling and
implanting the EEG electrodes inside the skulls of the cattle, their foreheads were
shaved, cleaned with alcohol, and probes were affixed with cyanoacrylate glue. The
concluded results were in agreement with Y. Ruckebusch. This further research used
surface mounted EEG probes on both calves and adult cattle, and showed that the
non-invasive measurement technique was sufficient for distinguishing vigilance states.
Sunderam et al. propose a method of automatic vigilance state detection using
a combination of tri-axial accelerometer data and EEG signals [27]. This study,
conducted on rats, was seeking to enhance their classification accuracy of vigilance
states by including features derived from the accelerometer data. Features extracted
from the accelerometer data included the power within specific spectral bands of
each channel, as well as the orientation of the rat’s head, decomposed into a polar
and azimuthal angle. The author shows that the incorporation of the accelerometer
features improved classification accuracy across the board. This research serves as
a great example of potentially useful accelerometer features to be extracted. The
frequency bands observed in the rats could be modified to isolate specific behaviors
in cattle, and provide a more useful feature set.
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In 2011, Hokkanen et al. present additional literature regarding the identification
of calf vigilance states [28]. The author proposed using exclusively accelerometer
based features to identify vigilance states, and using expert scored video feed to
determine the true classifications. The accelerometers were mounted to the collars
of 10 calves. The behaviors being classified included lying awake, NREM sleep, and
REM sleep. Additional predictions regarding the frequency and average duration
(called bout length) spent in these three activities were made. The accelerometer
features used included mean, variance, and 5 levels of wavelet variance. Only the
accelerometer axis parallel to the ground was used. The current work differs from
[28] in that vigilance states are scored based on EEG, EMG, and EOG data that was
synchronously collected with the accelerometer data, as well as working with adult
dairy cows. The results of this study were promising, however their classifier seemed
to struggle with differentiating a calf being awake lying down and in NREM sleep.
Klefot et al. present additional literature on using accelerometers for vigilance
state detection in 2016 [29]. This study was conducted on 4 adult Holstein Dairy cows
(Bos taurus taurus) with tri-axial accelerometers attached to a harness on the side of
the cows neck’s. In this study, human observers classified the cows vigilance state over
a 24 hour period based on their behavior, head position, and if their eyes were open
or closed. Because of slight differences in the positioning of the accelerometer, the
author elected to only use features derived from the Euclidean sum of the X, Y, and
Z accelerometer channels. The author selected an equal number of wake and sleep
segments on which to compute features and train their classifier. A variety of window
widths (32 seconds to 96 seconds) were used in the classification, with large 96 second
windows providing the highest accuracy, and the short 32 second window securing
the highest resolution for vigilance states with short durations. This work presents
strategies for removing the variations in sensor placement and for building classifiers
on data sets with an unbalanced number of epochs in each class. Additionally, this
study motivated the sleep study conducted at the University of Tennessee Little River
Environment Unit, the basis of the current work.
1.2.2 University of Tennessee Dairy Cow Sleep Study
The study which produced the data being analyzed in this thesis was conducted at
the University of Tennessee’s Little River and Environment Unit in Walland, Ten-
nessee, and was carried out in April and May of 2016. Dairy cows eligibility for
the study was based on reproductive statistics, their temperament towards the re-
searchers, and their white blood cell count. The final pool consisted of 12 mid to
late-lactation Holstein dairy cows which had 199 ± 44 days in milk (DIM), were 77
± 30 days pregnant, and had white blood cell counts ≤ 12.6. One aspect of this
research was evaluating the effects of cumulative stressors, namely lying deprivation
and sleep deprivation, on animal wellness, and this work is presented by Jessie Kull
[5]. Because of the focus on animal health, a baseline level of healthiness was crit-
ical, leading to the strict enrollment requirements. Blood samples were taken once
every 6 hours during baseline, as well as during sleep deprivation and lying depri-
vation treatments. These were analyzed for changes in white blood cell count and
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cytokine production. The author concludes that cows produced a statistically sig-
nificant amount less milk in the day following a period of sleep deprivation or lying
deprivation. These trials also impacted immune health of the cows, as WBC count
was elevated during and after the trials. Additionally, the author details the methods
by which electroencephalographic (EEG), electrooculography (EOG), electromyog-
raphy (EMG), and Accelerometer (X,Y,Z,yaw,pitch,roll) data were collected in the
baseline and treatment phase. This data was not used for the conclusions drawn in
this paper, however this data is the backbone of the current work.
Kull et al. also presented some adjacent work in a journal paper published in
2019 [30]. This work focused on the data collected from the IceTag3D showing the
effects of lying and sleep deprivation on the quantity and duration of lying bouts in the
recovery period. The author concludes that both lying and sleep deprivation resulted
in increased lying time during the recovery window. During baseline behavior 9.5 ±
0.7 lying bouts were observed, each lasting 76.4 ± 6.6 minutes. The day immediately
following treatment, bout duration increased to 110.0 ± 6.6 (P < 0.05) and 89.9 ± 7.0
(P < 0.10) for lying and sleep deprivation respectively. At the time of publication the
EEG/EOG/EMG data had been scored, and the author provides a succinct summary
of the total time spent in each vigilance state, as well as the methods by which they
were scored.
The final piece of literature to result from this study was presented by Proudfoot et
al. and focuses on the effects of sleep deprivation and lying deprivation on metabolic
and inflammatory responses [31]. While the objectives of these works are tangential
to the objectives of the current works, they illustrate the importance of measuring
animal welfare with the end goal of improving dairy farming practices.
1.2.3 Thesis Objective
Livestock behavior recognition using telemetric approaches has taken many forms,
with focuses on different types of behaviors, and using a variety of sensing tech-
niques. The current work seeks to validate and potentially extend the techniques
used in automatic vigilance state detection. With growing herd sizes, traditional
EEG/EMG/OEG techniques will become cumbersome, and the need for low impact
telemetry will increase. The current work aims to couple the previous attempts at
understanding dairy cow vigilance state behavior using EEM, EMG, EOG, and ac-
celerometer data with the desire for robust automatic vigilance state classification
using a non-invasive sensing platform such as a neck mounted accelerometer. This
stands apart from previous works by not true state labels based solely on human
observation of cow behaviors, which can be a source of inaccuracy in sleep phase clas-
sification. This may result in accelerometer time segments that are more truthfully
labeled, and therefor a more robust classifier can be made. Most of the literature in
this field leverage support vector machines and nothing else. This work will survey
a wider range of machine learning approaches to help evaluate if support vector ma-
chines are the only architectures that are appropriate. Additionally, the current work
seeks to evaluate what information in the EEG signals can be predicted from the
accelerometer signals through regression. While this does not directly provide infor-
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mation about the current vigilance state, EEG brain state information is commonly
used by human scorers to determine vigilance state.
1.3 Technical Background
1.3.1 Discriminant Analysis
Figure 1.1: Linear Discriminant Analysis
The left image depicts the linear discriminant which maximizes the distance between
the means of the two classes. It provides more separability than either of the features
by themselves, however still has significant overlap in the distributions. The right
image depicts a classifier based on Fisher’s Linear Discriminant, which maximizes
the ratio of the between-class variance and the inter-class variance. This provides the
greatest separability in the two classes. Image taken from [32]
Discriminant analysis is a type of machine learning classifier which provide a de-
cision boundary that separates 2 or more classes in feature space. In a classification
problem involving 2 features, this would look like a line or lines separating the dis-
tinct classes. With problems involving more features, these decision boundaries are
hyperplanes with dimensionality equal to one less than the number of features, and
quickly become difficult to visualize. Linear discriminants will generate a linear com-
bination of feature space, while a quadratic discriminant may include terms with
features multiplied together.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a classification method which is commonly
derived from the Fishers linear discriminant, but can also be derived from a least
squares approach. Bishop [32] provides a good overview for the different types of
linear discriminants used, and the math that supports them. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
two principal components used in Fishers linear discriminant, as well as demonstrate
the objective of LDA. Fisher’s Criterion is a measure of the separability of two classes
and is based on the difference of inter-class means and the intra-class covariance. This
discriminant is reliant on the features being normally distributed, as it only captures
information within the first and second moments of the distributions. Because some of
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the classes have so little data (REM and NREM), it may be difficult to determine if the
features are normally distributed within those classes, hindering LDA’s classification
abilities.
This variety of machine learning algorithms have relatively low model complexity,
which can be beneficial for model transparency and computational overhead, but can
hinder their accuracy when making predictions on more complex systems. For the
investigation done in this work, LDA will establish a performance baseline to compare
more complex methods against.
Klefot et al. [29] utilizes LDA for classification in their study, which uses ac-
celerometer features to classify vigilance states. Their results were positive, showing
93.7 ± 0.7% accuracy in detecting wake like behavior, and 92.2 ± 0.8% accuracy in
detecting sleep. The author used an equal number of wake-like time windows and
sleep-like time windows for training despite their being approximately 6 times the
amount of recorded wake minutes compared to sleep minutes. The author also used
relatively few features, only two, and the training sets were small, only 40 epochs
total. The author uses a bootstrapping setup, training 100 models and averaging the
results. All of these techniques may prove useful in the current work due to the very
close nature of the work, and the positive results.
Another Form of Discriminant Analysis which is explored in the current work is
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). QDA differs from LDA in that it is not
assumed that the covariance matrices between classes are equal, resulting in non-
linear decisions boundaries which include quadratic combinations of feature space
[32].
1.3.2 Support Vector Machines
Non-linear classifiers differ from linear classifiers by not being restricted by linear
decision boundaries, and can capture more complex feature patterns. This complex-
ity comes with drawbacks including higher computational overhead, reduced model
transparency, and enhanced risk of overfitting.
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classification method which uses the feature
vectors from each class that fall the closest to the other class to inform the placement
of the decision boundary. SVMs differ from discriminant classifiers by focusing on
the decision boundaries instead of the class distributions, and for this reason fall
into the category of sparse kernel machines, ones that rely on only a subset of the
data points. On page 325 [32], Bishop gives a detailed introduction to the math
supporting the SVM. For the current work, the primary useful sections are those
discussing multiclass SVMs, and overlapping classifications. Classifications need not
be normally distributed for SVMs to succeed because they are only reliant on the
outermost points. If one class has significantly more data points that the other, the




Regression analysis is a technique for describing a relationship between a dependent
variable and a set of independent variables. During training, regression is building a
map from the set of independent variables onto the independent variable with minimal
error. This mapping can be a linear combination of the independent variables, called
linear regression, or it can use more complex techniques. The end result is not very
different from the machine learning techniques discussed above. Instead of mapping
to a discrete set of classes, regression maps to a continuous range of values.
The particular regression technique investigated in the current work is called
bagged trees regression. Bagging, or bootstrap aggregation, is a method for reducing
the variance in a process that a machine learning model is trying to describe. One
way of decreasing variance is to collect additional samples form a population. This
can be expensive however, and bootstrapping provides a method for drawing samples
from the collected data to form ”new” subsets. Bagged trees regression grows a tree
from each of these bootstrapped datasets. It then evaluates the performance of the
tree by testing on the samples that were not included in the bootstrapped group, and




2.1 Data Collection Methods
2.1.1 Equipment
All data reviewed in this thesis was collected using the BioRadio (Great Lakes Neu-
rotechnologies, Cleveland, OH), a 10 channel 120 Hz electrode sensing platform. The
BioRadio also includes an internal accelerometer which records X, Y, and Z acceler-
ation, and yaw, pitch and roll gyroscopic signals at the same 120 Hz. The 16 data
channels are uploaded by wireless connection to a laptop running the data logging
software. The EEG, EOG, EMG, and accelerometer data are synchronized by the
BioRadio and data logging software, reducing the risk of incoherence.
2.1.2 Subject Preparation
At the University of Tennessee’s Little River Farm Animal and Environmental Unit
dairy cows are traditionally housed in deep-bedded sand free stall pens. For the
duration of this experiment the 12 enrolled cows were housed in individual 4.11 ×
3.32 meter stalls with mattresses, and were provided fresh water and Total Mixed
Ration (TMR) ad libitum. The TMR consisted of 60% corn silage, 25% pelleted
premix grain concentrate, 12% small grain silage, and 3% dry hay. The new pens
were placed 8 meters away from the original stall of each cow to keep visual and
olfactory stimulants constant.
The first two days after a cow moved to their new stall were designated as a
Figure 2.1: Bioradio Secured to the cow’s weighted collar using Velcro
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re-habituation period. At this point the cows were prepared for the measurement
portions of the experiment. The cows hair was shaved at the location of each EEG,
EOG, and EMG probes. The locations were wiped clean with alcohol, and the elec-
trodes were taped (Durapore Surgical Tape 3m Healthcare, St. Paul, MN) and glued
(Gorilla Glue Inc., Cincinnati, OH) to the cows skin. Additionally, conductive paste
(Ten20 EEG conductive paste, Weaver and Company, Aurora, CO) was applied to
both sides of the electrode to reduce electrode contact resistance [5]. The locations
of the 10 electrode positions used are described by Emma Ternman et al. [11] and
Hänninen et al. [10], and are shown in 2.2.
2.1.3 Trials
Each cow in the study underwent 2 48 hour trials: one consisting of 24 hours of
baseline conditions followed by 24 hours of lying deprivation, and the second starting
with the same 24 hour baseline period and then 24 hours of sleep deprivation. Lying
deprivation was achieved using a wooden grid that was placed on the floor of the
cows stall, preventing the cow from comfortably lying 2.3.
If the subject attempted to lie down they were encouraged to stand back up by
a researcher. Sleep deprivation was achieved by constantly monitoring the alertness
level of the cow. If the cow’s behavior was indicative of sleeping, researchers would
gently touch the cow to keep them awake. The cow was moved back to their original
deep-bedded sand free stall pen after a treatment, and allowed to recover for 12 days
before conducting the next trial [5].
All 16 channels of data were collected for the entire 48 hour period on each cow.
Researchers would monitor the signals coming from the BioRadio to detect electrodes
which were making poor contact, or had degraded to the point of needing to be
replaced. These fixes were performed quickly to reduce the amount of corrupted
data.
It should be noted that while these treatments are not detrimental to the ability to
measure vigilance states, these periods have even fewer data segments that correspond
to REM and NREM sleep. Additionally, the objective of the current work is to
classify cow vigilance states under normal circumstances. If a cow is able to sleep in
an upright position, but would never do so unless being lying deprived, there may be
data segments in the treatment phases which are confounding. While data from both
the baseline and treatment days were used, the data from the baseline period will be
more aligned with the goals of the current work.
2.2 EEG scoring
The data collected in the trials were divided into 30 second windows, and were as-
signed a vigilance state classification. As discussed in 1.2.1, there have been several
investigations into the sleep patterns of dairy cows, and how those vigilance states
present themselves in EEG, EOG, and EMG signals. While assessing this data to
find the true state classifications is not directly within the bounds of work done in
this thesis, understanding the methods that were used is important.
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Figure 2.2: EEG, EMG, and EOG probe placements [5]
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Figure 2.3: Stall Configured for Lying Deprivation trial
The final dataset consisted of approximately 40,000 30 second windows which were
considered for training and testing. Due to electrodes detaching from the cow, sensor
initialization, and other factors that could make a time segment unable to be scored,
some windows could be difficult to score. Each window was analyzed for evidence of
behaviors that would indicate the cows vigilance state. The original data was divided
among the 5 scorers with some segments being scored multiple times. A scoring script
written in MATLAB was created to assist researchers in assigning labels to each 30
second window. The script presented the researcher with all data channels collected
for a given 30 second window in the time domain. Frequency content of the EEG
signals was also presented in the form of a spectrogram.
When scoring one of the 30 second epochs, the objective is to identify behaviors
or patterns in signals which rule out all but one potential vigilance state. In epochs
which capture a transition of vigilance states, scorers were instructed to label it with
the state which occupied more than half of the window. Some patterns in the signals
can be clearly observed as physical behaviors in the cow, such as rumination which
presents itself as a 1hz pulsing in the EMG signal. Other signal patterns only have
intrinsic meaning given to them by the previous works on dairy cow encephalography,
namely the relations of EEG frequency content as it relates to specific vigilance states.
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Figure 2.4: EEGlook MATLAB script
2.3 Machine Learning
Three different machine learning algorithms were applied to the classification prob-
lem: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA),
and Radial Basis Function Support Vector Machines (RBF-SVM). All machine learn-
ing approaches were trained and evaluated in MATLAB. Both LDA and QDA took
advantage of MATLAB’s fitcdiscr functions to build the models. LDA was config-
ured with the pseudo linear discriminant type, and QDA used the pseudo quadratic
discriminant type. The pseudo version of both were chosen to combat instability in
the features used, which occasionally caused errors otherwise.
A total of 50 bootstrapping runs were completed for each of the three algorithms.
Within each run, a samples to be used for training and samples to be used for testing
were drawn from the complete dataset. In order to combat the imbalance in amount
of each vigilance state, an equal number of each vigilance state were included in the
training and testing set. Every REM window was used for testing or training in each
bootstrapping run in order to maximize the size of the training and testing sets.
A separate analysis was done to characterize the bias caused by different cows as
well as from each scorer, and measure the generalizability of the different algorithms.
This was accomplished using leave one out cross validation. The same 50 bootstrap-
ping runs were completed for each algorithm, however the training and testing sets
were constructed differently. In the case of the leave one cow out cross validation,
all but one cow’s data were used for training, the last reserved for testing. This was
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repeated for each cow. The same process was completed for the scorers, training on
all but one and reserving the last for training.
2.4 Regression
The regressive techniques explored in the current work also took place in the MAT-
LAB tool chain. The same feature set used for classification was also used for regres-
sion, however the outcome variables for the regression analysis needed to be deter-
mined. Five different outcome variables were explored, representing the normalized
power in the delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands respectively. For a given
30 second window, A single EEG channel out of four was selected from which to
compute these outcome variables. This selection was made by sorting the channels
by their RMS power and selecting the second highest one, a sort of median. Then,
using the spectrogram function, the FFT was performed on 5 second windows with
50% overlap 2.5. Next, each sub-window was normalized by computing the average
RMS power in each and dividing each point in the sub-window by that value. The
11 normalized sub-windows were then averaged. Finally, each outcome variable is
obtained by integrating over specific bounds of this signal. This final values capture
the strength in each frequency band relative to each other.
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In most classical machine learning, a critical first step is to distill the information
contained in the raw data into a smaller number of data points called features. In the
context of the current work, the raw data is the 6 channels of time series accelerometer
data (X, Y, Z, yaw, pitch, and roll), and the features extracted from it are designed
to tease out specific patterns of movement which can identify the vigilance state of
the cow at that time. Several features were explored, and this chapter will delve into
the computation of the features used, the motivation behind their selection, and the
methods by which their effectiveness was evaluated. The pre-processing steps which
were applied to the dataset will also be discussed here, which serve to reduce scorer
biases and small sensor issues.
3.1 Pre-processing
The dataset studies in the current work consisted of accelerometer, EEG, and EMG
dat from 11 different cows. The data was segmented into multiple 30 second windows,
and then assigned a vigilance state based on the strategies outlined in section 2.2.
Most segments were reviewed by one scorer, but some were scored by multiple people.
When building the training and testing sets for the various machine learning and
regression algorithms, a given time segment was only ever included once, regardless
of if it had been scored multiple times. Additionally, if scorers were not unanimous
in the assigned vigilance state for a given window, it was excluded. The prevalence
of scorer disagreement is summarized in 3.1.
It should also be noted that regardless of the degree of scorer disagreement, the
vast majority of segments were only scored once. Limiting the dataset to segments
which were scored more than once and were unanimously assigned a vigilance state
would significantly reduce the size of the dataset.
Using the methods outlined in Chapter 2, normal EEG signals have amplitudes
ranging between ± 50 µV, and provide a critical element to accurate scoring. The
EEG signals were often corrupted by motion artifacts, however the motion that cor-
rupted the signals was captured by the EMG signals. As part of the initial scoring
effort, a Least Means Square (LMS) filtering technique removed most but not all
of the motion artifacts [33]. Windows which were still partially corrupted were still
scored by the team. In these segments, EEG values could far surpass the prescribed
± 50 µV range for a section of the window. Ideally, if the majority of the window
was uncorrupted and able to be scored, there is a low risk of the scorer mislabeling
the window. As movement artifacts increase, so does the risk of scorer error. To
avoid potentially mislabeled windows, the dataset was further filtered by removing
segments with a maximum EEG value which exceeded 500 µV.
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Figure 3.1: A summary of the impact of Scorer Disagreement
Additional measures were also taken to enhance the fidelity of the accelerometer
data. In the study which generated the dataset, the cows were kept in a small
enclosure for the duration of the observations. Because there is no change in position
over time, the changes in acceleration of the cow will be equally positive and negative.
Gravity will cause the magnitude of the X, Y, and Z components to be centered on
1, and taking the average value of the magnitude over an extended period of time
should result in a value of 1. In practice the accelerometers may not be correctly
calibrated, and this average magnitude will be something close to 1, but not 1. By
dividing each component by the average value of the magnitude, this calibrates X,
Y, and Z.
In some cases during feature computation, it will be most useful to abstract the
X, Y, and Z accelerations of the cow into a single data series which shows overall
movement. This derived signal was named the radial signal, and is computed by
taking the magnitude of the X, Y, and Z components and subtracting out gravity.
This results in a zero mean signal which captures movement in all directions.
3.2 Feature Computation
Inspiration for features can come from many places. When characterizing behaviors
using accelerometer data, it can be useful to observe the subject first hand, comparing
their behaviors to the patterns in the data. without the hands on experience which
can tie the patterns to actual behaviors, feature engineering is something more art
than science. The reasoning behind why certain features were tried is somewhat
speculative, however their performances are evaluated quantitatively. In the current
work, four categories of features were used: Those dealing with the time-domain
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accelerometer signals, frequency domain features, orientation features, and Shannon
Entropy based features.
3.2.1 Time-Domain Features
A total of 9 features were tested which were computed directly from the original
time-domain format of the accelerometer data.
The first is the mean absolute value of the radial signal over the 30 second win-
dow. Because the radial signal is centered on zero, taking the absolute value will
prevent this feature from zeroing out in all except the lowest motion windows. The
information that this feature is expected to represent is the amount of overall motion
during the window.
The next four features are the standard deviation of the radial signal, yaw, pitch,
and roll components over the 30 second window. These four features aim to capture
the variability of the acceleration and the gyroscopic signals. It is expected that
the information captured in these features will be somewhat overlapping with the
previous feature, with new information coming from the gyroscope signals.
The final four features from the time domain signals are the maximum value of
the radial signal divided by the median value over the 30 second window, and similar
features computed from the gyroscope signals. The logic with these features is that
they will be maximized when there is relatively little movement with high spikes. In
REM sleep, the cow has very low muscle tone with slight twitches. This can result in
a low value of the median, and a relatively high max value. The reason the median
is used in place of the mean is that the average of the radial signal is often very close
to zero, which can cause these features to tend to infinity.
3.2.2 Frequency-Domain Features
Four features were extracted from the frequency domain version of the accelerometer
signals. For these features, only the radial signal was considered. The first two
features represented the power within 3 different spectral bands. These bands were
frequency content in the radial signal ranging from .5 - 3 Hz and from 3- 10 Hz. The
lower band seeks to capture the energy of the periodic motions of the cow such as
breathing or chewing their food. The higher band aims to capture the energy resulting
from transient spikes in the accelerometer signals. From the FFT the single sided
spectrum was computed, the values squared to compute power, and then integrated
on the before mentioned bounds. These features would ideally separate windows with
different types of activities. The characteristic behaviors of each vigilance state may
present as different combinations of the energy in these two bands.
The final two frequency domain features were computed in a similar fashion,
except the power values went through a normalization process first. The same two
frequency bands were integrated over the normalized power. These features will differ
from the previous in that they will emphasize the relative amount of energy in each
band.
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3.2.3 Accelerometer Orientation Features
These features are susceptible to differences in how the sensing platform was attached
to the cow, however they proved to be useful features. The cartesian (X, Y, Z)
components were transformed to spherical (r, Θ, φ) coordinates. The values of r, Θ,
and φ were then averaged over the 30 second window.
It was theorized that these features could provide insight into the posture of
the cow for a given window. The orientation of the accelerometer may change an
appreciable amount when comparing lying to standing. This will redistribute the
gravity vector along the X, Y, and Z components, and translate as changes in Θ, and
φ.
3.2.4 Entropy Features
A total of 8 features were used which make use of entropy. From the radial, yaw,
pitch, and roll signals entropy was computed in two ways. The first four directly
make use of Shannon’s Entropy equation, where H(X) represents the entropy in a






Prior to computing the probabilities of each value in the signals, a requantization
process was implemented. Without this step, the computed entropy of each signal
would always be the same. The precision of the sensors used resulted in no repeated
values in the time series data, and thus the likelihood of each unique value was always
1/n, and the entropy always the same.
The MATLAB pentropy function is used to compute the second four features,
and finds the power spectral entropy of these four signals over the 30 second window.
Pentropy utilizes Shannon’s equation once again, but instead operates on the discrete
Fourier transform of the data.
Entropy is maximized when a signal contains the most information. In other
words, when a signal is the most difficult to predict, entropy is maximized. White
noise, while counterintuitive to think of as information rich, is completely unpre-
dictable which corresponds to high entropy. A predictable signal, for example a sine
wave, has relatively low entropy. In the context of cows, the movements associated
with alert wakefulness can be more random and unpredictable resulting in higher
entropy. Contrastingly, the repetitive motions of a sleep state may present a signal
with lower entropy.
3.3 Summary
The feature engineering process for this dataset was a process of trial and error.
There are several features which were tested, but were of no use for classification
or regression. Features which were crafted with specific behaviors in mind often
underperformed compared to features computed from basic statistics. There are
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likely unrealized patterns and features which bear a more significant importance
upon the current vigilance state than what was used in the current work. A video
feed synchronized with the accelerometer data would likely be required to enrich
the feature space, as more subtle motions could be characterized. Alternatively,
approaches such as deep learning may explore more complex combinations of the
dataset, resulting in a more complete analysis of the accelerometer data.
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4.1 Exclusion of Features
Figure 4.1: The average Fishers Criterion between all combinations of classes for each
feature
As discussed in Chapter 3.2, feature engineering was an iterative process of trying
new features and removing ones which performed poorly. For classification, one of
the primary methods of evaluating the effectiveness of a feature was with the Fishers
Criterion. The current work uses a modified Fishers Criterion, denoted F, between





In order to extend this to accommodate the four classes explored in the current
work, the fisher’s criterion was computed between all combinations of the four classes.
These six values were then averaged together to arrive at the final value used to
evaluate each feature.
For classification, this score was determined for each feature, and they were then
ranked. The features used for testing and training were optimized for each classi-
fication algorithm. Features were incrementally added for training and testing in
the order that they were ranked by the fishers criterion analysis. Each algorithm
performed best with a different number of features used, and these optimal feature
numbers can be found in the headers of the confusion matrices.
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4.2 Classification results
Because the current work is the first to classify vigilance states assigned by human
EEG scoring using accelerometer features, there are no prior accuracy levels to di-
rectly compare against. That being said, there are several studies whose methods
are precursors to those methods followed by the study which generated the dataset
studied here.
In the most difficult configuration, classifying between wake, drowsing, REM sleep,
and NREM sleep, all three algorithms achieved 45% accuracy. Despite a slightly
poorer performance overall, QDA shows a slight edge over LDA and RBF-SVM for
the two sleep states.
When grouping REM sleep and NREM sleep together and classifying between
wake, drowsing, and sleep, classification accuracy is improved, but still not to an
industry reliable level. Overall the three algorithms achieved 60% classification
accuracy. LDA and QDA more successfully classified sleep behaviors, and SVM
performed better on classifying wake behaviors.
When grouping wake and drowsing into one class and REM sleep and NREM sleep
into another class, the difficulty of classification is again reduced, and classification
accuracy increased to 70%. The Performance of LDA and SVM are very comparable
here, but QDA suffers a 5% accuracy penalty on average.
The best classification accuracy came from changing the classification to a wake
vs all configuration, which resulted in 75% performance. This boost is most profound
in LDA, which achieved 80% classification accuracy.
The last three configurations which explore a ”one v. all” setup for the last three
vigilance states compare comparably to wake v. sleep, with the exception that QDA
performance is greatly reduced.
4.3 Regression
Regression results are best summarized through the correlation between the predicted
values of the testing set and the true values. %RMSE values are also reported, and







Figure 4.2: Optimized Classification Results
Classification accuracies for each algorithm/vigilance state configuration pair repre-
sents the average accuracy over 50 bootstrapping runs.
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(a) Wake v Drowse v REM v NREM configuration
The classification results in figure 4.3a indicate that the algorithms explored
fell short of the inter-scorer agreement explored in 3.1. Accuracy and re-
call metrics for each vigilance state changed for each classification algorithm.
(b) Wake v Drowse v Sleep configuration
(c) Wake v Sleep configuration
Classification using a reduced number of classes was also explored. Combining NREM
and REM sleep into a single ”sleep” class resulted in improved accuracy for this class,
but did not benefit the wake/drowse accuracy as seen in subfigure 4.3b. Taking one
step further, wake and drowse were combined into a single ”wake” class. As seen
in subfigure 4.3c, there was no improvement to the sleep class accuracy. The wake
super-class accuracy was better than wake or drowse individually.
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(d) Wake v all configuration
(e) Drowse v all configuration
(f) REM v all configuration
(g) NREM v all configuration
These Confusion Matrices represent the median performing bootstrapping run of the
highest performing number of features for a given vigilance state configuration and
classification algorithm. The values in figure 4.2 represent the average accuracy across
50 bootstrapping runs with the same number of feature numbers. This difference may
result in slight mismatches in reported accuracies.
Figure 4.3: Confusion Matrices for Classification
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(a) Leave one cow out cross validation
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(b) Leave one scorer out cross validation
Figure 4.4: Leave One Out Cross Validation
The Leave one out cross validation was completed by testing on one cow or scorer
and training on the rest. Scorers or cows marked with ♣ contained no REM windows
for testing. Scorers or cows marked with ♦ contained no NREM windows for testing.
The black horizontal line indicates the accuracy that could be attained by guessing
in each configuration.
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Figure 4.5: Regression Results
The % RMSE and correlation coefficient for regression performance on each brain
wave band.
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Figure 4.5: Leave One Out Regression Cross Validation
Validating the generalizability of the regressive techniques by training on 10 out of
11 cows and validating on the last.
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Validating the generalizability of the regressive techniques by training on 4 out of 5





The features explored in Chapter 3.2 were seeking to represent behaviors and patterns
of the dairy cows which are indicative of what vigilance state they currently occupied.
In the end, none of the features explored offered a clear delineation of classes as shown
by their poor Fisher’s Criterion. In the feature engineering process, because most
features did not stand out in terms of performance, those which lacked a connection
to recognizable behaviors and patterns were removed. Some of these removed features
included basic statistical measures of the signals (mean and median), sub-windowing
features, statistics computed on the envelope of the signal, and changing the band
ranges for frequency domain features.
Generating meaningful features was complicated by the disconnect between the
Accelerometer data and the characteristic motions of the cow. There are likely many
characteristic behaviors of each vigilance state which were undetectable by the ex-
plored features. Additional information about the behaviors of the cows such as video
feed synchronized with the accelerometer data, or a log of observed behaviors from a
human observer at the time the data was taken may improve the feature engineering,
as well as the robustness of the human assigned vigilance states.
Another source of ambiguity is the drowsing vigilance state. Cows spend a large
amount of each day drowsing [9], and the state is defined as an ambiguous state
that lives somewhere between alert wakefulness and a true sleep state. Movements
associated with drowsing may be indistinguishable from those observed during low
activity wakefulness. Additionally the EEG activity of drowsing can fall anywhere on
a spectrum from the low voltage fast activity of wake to the high voltage low activity
of non-REM sleep. This combination of characteristics likely resulted in some degree
of scorer error, and certainly contributed to a degree of confusion in the classification
algorithms 4.3.
Another problem which may have affected feature engineering may have stemmed
from the data collection methods. One aspect of the study was to analyze the effects
of sleep deprivation on various aspects of cow health, but these methods are contrary
to the objectives of the current work. The already low amount of REM and NREM
sleep which cows get per day [9] was likely further reduced as part of the study.
This may have compounded the issue of skewed distributions of vigilance states. The
dataset consisted of over 40 thousand scored windows, but with only 200 windows
corresponding to REM sleep, feature analysis could be negatively affected.
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5.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning performance is a function of the quality of the features used, mean-
ing most issues detailed about the features also apply to the classification efforts.
One source of error that is distinct from the feature issues is the possibility for scorer
biases. Within the subset of data which was scored by more than one person, 27%
of the windows received conflicting labels 3.1. This is a result of windows which con-
tained ambiguous signals, or patterns which pointed to conflicting vigilance states.
Even with all of the data collected, assigning a vigilance state was a tricky process.
The 27% disagreement indicates that the best accuracy we can expect from a machine
learning classifier trained on this dataset is 73%. Ideally, only data which was scored
by more than one person would have been included for training and testing, limiting
the datasets to windows which were less ambiguous. This however would cut down
the number of windows from the sleep vigilance states to critically low numbers. Be-
cause of this, less trustworthy single-scorer data had to be used. When performing
the one scorer out cross validation, classification between all four vigilance states was
reduced for all scorers 4.4b. This may be a result of single-scorer windows which were
hard to score and likely would have received dissenting opinions had they been scored
more than once.
The one cow out cross validation revealed that there is likely generalizability issues
as well. Some cows such as 6302 performed well above average for wake,drowse, REM,
and NREM classification, however others such as 4486 did no better than guessing.
This could be caused by an underlying issue with the data collection from cow 4486,
but likely demonstrates a lack of generalizability. It is also interesting how in these
cross validations the difference in accuracy between the three different algorithms
could be dramatically different. For cow 4507, SVM performed on par with the overall
average, however LDA performed worse at 32% accuracy, and QDA did abysmally at
12% accuracy.
The issues surround the feature computation aspect of this research prompted
some investigation into deep learning approaches for classification. These efforts left
unfinished due to time constraints for the current work. Ultimately, the same issue
of wildly unbalanced amounts of each class caused additional issues here.
5.3 Regression
The idea for the regressive methods in the current work came from the issues that
were encountered in classification. The goal is to predict information in the EEG
signals using only accelerometer based features. One of the most critical signals used
when scoring the cow’s sleep was the EEG signal, specifically the spectral energy
within specific brain wave bands. If information about the current brain-state can
be predicted from accelerometer information, this can provide additional information
needed for vigilance state prediction.
Much like in classification, when performing the one scorer out and one cow out
cross validation there was a significant drop in the correlation coefficient and rise in
the %RMSE. This is likely caused by the same underlying issues that impacted the
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classification results. The issues with regression do bring to light ambiguities which
extend past scorer variance. The outcome variable being predicted by regression were
computed directly from the EEG signal. As a result they have nothing to do with
the labels assigned by the scorers. Because of the high ambiguity in the regression





Dairy farming is a major component of the food industry, and at the core of it is the
dairy cow. Every observed mammal has needed to spend some fraction of each day in a
sleep state. Dairy cows are no different, and in large scale dairy farming environments,
they may not always get the sleep they need, leading to reduced productivity and
increased risk of culling. A study was conducted at the University of Tennessee’s
Little River and Environment Unit in Walland, Tennessee, and was carried out in
April and May of 2016 which provided many hours of synchronous EEG, EMG,
EOG, and accelerometer data. The data was segmented into 30 second windows
and was scored by a team of 5 researchers. Each window was assigned one of four
vigilance states: wake, drowsing, Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep, or non-Rapid
Eye Movement (NREM) sleep.
One objective of the current work was to evaluate the viability of classifying
vigilance state using an accelerometer based sensing platform. Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), and Radial Basis Function
Support Vector Machines (RBF-SVM) models were training on accelerometer-based
features to predict the current vigilance state. These models were trained and tested
under a variety of different vigilance state combinations. Classification accuracy
was highest when predicting wake v. all, reaching 80% for LDA. When choosing
between all four vigilance states, accuracy drops down to only 45%. This indicates
that the features explored in the current work may not capture the specific behaviors
that characterize these vigilance states, or that the classifiers investigated could not
capture the complexity of the feature space.
The second objective sought to predict information in the EEG signal using ac-
celerometer features through regression. This does not provide direct information
about vigilance state, however it does provide pieces of information which were used
to assign the vigilance states during scoring. It was shown that a correlation coeffi-
cient 0.4 could be achieved for the first four frequency band powers, but gamma did
worse at around 0.3. When evaluated for generalizability for unseen cows or unseen
scorers, correlation coefficients dropped and RMSE increased. In many cases r was
less than zero for certain scorers/cows for certain bands, indicating a severe discrep-
ancy. An interesting point to investigate would be to perform this same regression
prior to LMS cancellation of motion artifacts, or to simply exclude segments which
are heavily corrupted by motion. Because the information removed by this is related
to motion, it may be more correlated with the information contained within the ac-
celerometer signals. It is expected that regression correlation would increase in this
scenario, however it may obfuscate the meaning of the outcome variables.
While the findings of the current work are not good enough to be extended to
commercial use, there are important takeaways. The weak link in this research is the
feature space. One potential way to fix this issue is to gather more data corresponding
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to REM sleep and NREM sleep. This would allow more in depth analysis of these two
vigilance states, and thus produce more robust features. A more balanced dataset
would also lend itself to work better with deep learning approaches. This could be
done by inducing sleep states through treatment, or by simply not doing a sleep
deprivation study. The disconnect between the motions of the cows and the raw
accelerometer signals means it is entirely possible that critical behaviors and patterns
in the accelerometer signal were missed. This could be resolved by synchronized video
of the cow to analyze behavior, or by using a human observer to record the behaviors
of the cow as the accelerometer data is being taken.




function [X, y , eegy , featNames , meta ] = f ea tExt ra c t ( scoredChunks
, f s )
%FEATEXTRACT r e t u r n s the matrix o f f e a t u r e s (X) , the v e c t o r
o f
%c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s ( y ) , and the r e g r e s s i o n t a r g e t s ( eegy ) .
NUM FEATURES = 24 ;
WIN LEN = 5 ;
verbose = 0 ;
samp window = 2ˆ ce i l ( log2 ( f s *WIN LEN) ) ;
T = 1/ f s ;
L = 3601 ;
t = ( 0 : L=1)*T;
X = zeros ( length ( scoredChunks ) ,NUM FEATURES) ;
y = zeros ( length ( scoredChunks ) ,1 ) ;
featNames = [ ] ;
eegy = [ ] ;
meta = [ ] ;
for j = 1 : length ( scoredChunks )
ACC = scoredChunks ( j ) .ACC;
normAcc = normal ize (ACC) ;
Radia lS ig = r a d i a l S i g n a l (ACC) ;
normRadialSig = normal ize ( Radia lS ig ) ;
rad pentropy = pentropy (abs ( Radia lS ig ) ,120 , ’ Ins tantaneous ’ ,
f a l s e ) ;
yaw pentropy = pentropy (abs (ACC( : , 4 ) ) ,120 , ’ Instantaneous ’ ,
f a l s e ) ;
p i t ch pent ropy = pentropy (abs (ACC( : , 5 ) ) ,120 , ’ Instantaneous ’ ,
f a l s e ) ;
r o l l p e n t r o p y = pentropy (abs (ACC( : , 6 ) ) ,120 , ’ Instantaneous ’ ,
f a l s e ) ;
ENT BIN = 64 ;
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[ pointsPerBin , ˜ ] = h i s t c o u n t s (abs ( Radia lS ig ) ,ENT BIN) ;
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s = nonzeros ( pointsPerBin ) . / length (ACC) ;
rad entropy = =sum( p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s .* log2 (
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s ) , ’ a l l ’ ) ;
[ pointsPerBin , ˜ ] = h i s t c o u n t s (abs (ACC( : , 4 ) ) ,ENT BIN) ;
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s = nonzeros ( pointsPerBin ) . / length (ACC) ;
yaw entropy = =sum( p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s .* log2 (
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s ) , ’ a l l ’ ) ;
[ pointsPerBin , ˜ ] = h i s t c o u n t s (abs (ACC( : , 5 ) ) ,ENT BIN) ;
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s = nonzeros ( pointsPerBin ) . / length (ACC) ;
p i t ch ent ropy = =sum( p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s .* log2 (
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s ) , ’ a l l ’ ) ;
[ pointsPerBin , ˜ ] = h i s t c o u n t s (abs (ACC( : , 6 ) ) ,ENT BIN) ;
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s = nonzeros ( pointsPerBin ) . / length (ACC) ;
r o l l e n t r o p y = =sum( p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s .* log2 (
p o i n t P r o b a b i l i t e s ) , ’ a l l ’ ) ;
rad mean abs = mean(abs ( Radia lS ig ) ) ;
yaw std = std (ACC( : , 4 ) ) ;
p i t c h s t d = std (ACC( : , 5 ) ) ;
r o l l s t d = std (ACC( : , 6 ) ) ;
r ad s td = std ( Radia lS ig ) ;
[ polar , azimuthal , r ad iu s ] = cart2sph (ACC( : , 1 ) ,ACC( : , 2 ) ,ACC
( : , 3 ) ) ;
polar = mean( polar ) ;
az imuthal = mean( azimuthal ) ;
r ad iu s = mean( rad iu s ) ;
f f tY = f f t ( Radia lS ig ) ;
P2 = abs ( f f tY /L) . ˆ 2 ;
P1 = P2 ( 1 : f loor (L/2+1) ) ;
P1 ( 2 : end=1) = 2*P1 ( 2 : end=1) ;
fax = f s * ( 0 : f loor ( (L/2) ) ) /L ;
pb1 = ( fax >= . 5 ) & ( fax < 3) ;
pb2 = ( fax >= 3)&( fax < 10) ;
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psd 1 = P1 ’ * pb1 ’ ;
psd 2 = P1 ’ * pb2 ’ ;
l en = round( f s *WIN LEN) +1;
[ S , F , ˜ ] = spectrogram ( Radia lS ig , hamming( l en ) ,round( l en /2) ,2*
len , f s ) ;
tpow = sqrt (mean(abs (S) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
normMat = ones ( length (F) ,1 ) * tpow ;
normS = S . / normMat ;
ps = mean(abs (normS) . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ;
pb1 = (F >= . 5 ) & (F < 3) ;
pb2 = (F >= 3) & (F < 10) ;
p s d 1 a l t = ps ’ * pb1 ;
p s d 2 a l t = ps ’ * pb2 ;
sMedian = median( windowMeans ) ;
envYaw = abs ( h i l b e r t (ACC( : , 4 ) ) ) ;
envPitch = abs ( h i l b e r t (ACC( : , 5 ) ) ) ;
envRol l = abs ( h i l b e r t (ACC( : , 6 ) ) ) ;
envRad = abs ( h i l b e r t ( Radia lS ig ) ) ;
medianEnvRad = median( envRad ) ;
maxEnvRad = max( envRad ) ;
mm env rad = maxEnvRad / medianEnvRad ;
medianEnvYaw = median(envYaw) ;
maxEnvYaw = max(envYaw) ;
mm env yaw = maxEnvYaw / medianEnvYaw ;
medianEnvPitch = median( envPitch ) ;
maxEnvPitch = max( envPitch ) ;
mm env pitch = maxEnvPitch / medianEnvPitch ;
medianEnvRoll = median( envRol l ) ;
maxEnvRoll = max( envRol l ) ;
mm env rol l = maxEnvRoll / medianEnvRoll ;
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for i = 1 : ( s ize ( scoredChunks ( j ) .EEG, 2 ) = 1) % Check a l l
e x c e p t EOG
powers ( i ) = sqrt (mean( scoredChunks ( j ) .EEG( : , i ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
end
sortedPowers = sort ( powers ) ;
i f sum( sortedPowers == 0) >= 3
medEEG = scoredChunks ( j ) .EEG( : , find ( powers ==
sortedPowers (end) ) ) ;
else
medEEG = scoredChunks ( j ) .EEG( : , find ( powers ==
sortedPowers (end=1) ) ) ;
end
medEEG = medEEG( : , 1 ) ; % Sometimes t h e r e are >1 bands wi th
i d e n t i c a l power
l en = round( f s *WIN LEN) +1;
[ S , F , ˜ ] = spectrogram (medEEG, hamming( l en ) ,round( l en /2) ,2* len ,
f s ) ;
tpow = sqrt (mean(abs (S) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
normMat = ones ( length (F) ,1 ) * tpow ;
normS = S . / normMat ;
% normS = S ;
removeDead = [ ] ;
for i = 1 : s ize (normS , 2 )
i f isnan (normS ( : , i ) )
removeDead = cat (1 , removeDead , i ) ;
end
end
normS ( : , removeDead ) = [ ] ;
S ( : , removeDead ) = [ ] ;
pc = mean(abs (S) . ˆ 2 , 1 ) ;
removeExtremes = [ find (max( pc )==pc ) , find (min( pc )==pc ) ] ;
% normS ( : , removeExtremes ) = [ ] ;
ps = mean(abs (normS) . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ;
d e l t a = (F >= 0) & (F < 5) ;
theta = (F >= 5) & (F < 10) ;
alpha = (F >= 10) & (F < 20) ;
beta = (F >= 20) & (F < 30) ;
gamma = (F >= 30) ;
[ deltaMaxPower , d i ] = f indpeaks ( nonzeros ( d e l t a .* ps ) , . . .
’ NPeaks ’ , 1 , ’ So r tSt r ’ , ’ descend ’
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) ;
i f isempty ( deltaMaxPower )
deltaMaxPower = 0 ;
end
[ thetaMaxPower , t i ] = f indpeaks ( nonzeros ( theta .* ps ) , . . .
’ NPeaks ’ , 1 , ’ So r tSt r ’ , ’ descend ’
) ;
t i = t i + sum( d e l t a ) ;
i f isempty ( thetaMaxPower )
thetaMaxPower = 0 ;
end
[ alphaMaxPower , a i ] = f indpeaks ( nonzeros ( alpha .* ps ) , . . .
’ NPeaks ’ , 1 , ’ So r tSt r ’ , ’ descend ’
) ;
a i = a i + sum( d e l t a | theta ) ;
i f isempty ( alphaMaxPower )
alphaMaxPower = 0 ;
end
[ betaMaxPower , b i ] = f indpeaks ( nonzeros ( beta .* ps ) , . . .
’ NPeaks ’ , 1 , ’ So r tSt r ’ , ’ descend ’
) ;
b i = bi + sum( d e l t a | theta | alpha ) ;
i f isempty ( betaMaxPower )
betaMaxPower = 0 ;
end
[ gammaMaxPower , g i ] = f indpeaks ( nonzeros (gamma.* ps ) , . . .
’ NPeaks ’ , 1 , ’ So r tSt r ’ , ’ descend ’
) ;
g i = g i + sum( d e l t a | theta | alpha | beta ) ;
i f isempty (gammaMaxPower)
gammaMaxPower = 0 ;
end
al lPower = sum( ps ) ;
deltaPower = ( de l ta ’* ps ) ;
thetaPower = ( theta ’* ps ) ;
alphaPower = ( alpha ’* ps ) ;
betaPower = (beta ’* ps ) ;
gammaPower = (gamma’* ps ) ;
emgPower1 = sum(abs ( scoredChunks ( j ) .EMG(1) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
emgPower2 = sum(abs ( scoredChunks ( j ) .EMG(2) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
emgPower3 = sum(abs ( scoredChunks ( j ) .EMG(3) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
medEMG = sort ( [ emgPower1 emgPower2 emgPower3 ] ) ;
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medEMG = medEMG(2) ;
i f verbose
% p l o t (F(( d e l t a ) ) , nonzeros ( d e l t a .* ps ) )
hold on
area (F( ( de l t a ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( d e l t a .* ps ) )
% p l o t (F(( t h e t a ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( t h e t a .* ps ) )
area (F( ( theta ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( theta .* ps ) )
% p l o t (F(( a lpha ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( a lpha .* ps ) )
area (F( ( alpha ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( alpha .* ps ) )
% p l o t (F(( be ta ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( be ta .* ps ) )
area (F( ( beta ) ˜=0) , nonzeros ( beta .* ps ) )
% p l o t (F((gamma) ˜=0) , nonzeros (gamma.* ps ) )
area (F( (gamma) ˜=0) , nonzeros (gamma.* ps ) )
% x l i n e (F( d i ) , ’= ’ ,{ ’ De l ta Max Power Point ’} )
% x l i n e (F( t i ) , ’= ’ ,{ ’ Theta Max Power Point ’} )
% x l i n e (F( a i ) , ’= ’ ,{ ’ Alpha Max Power Point ’} )
% x l i n e (F( b i ) , ’= ’ ,{ ’ Beta Max Power Point ’} )
% x l i n e (F( g i ) , ’= ’ ,{ ’Gamma Max Power Point ’} )
set (gca , ’ YScale ’ , ’ l og ’ )
xlim ( [ 0 F(end) ] )
ylabel (” l o g 1 0 ( normal ized s p e c t r a l power ) ”)
xlabel (” Frequency (Hz) ”)
t i t l e (”Outcome Var iab le V i s u a l i z a t i o n ”)
legend ( ’ Delta Band 0 = 5 HZ ’ , . . .
’ Theta Band 5 = 10 HZ ’ , . . .
’ Alpha Band 10 = 20 HZ ’ , . . .
’ Beta Band 20 = 30 HZ ’ , . . .
’Gamma Band 30 = 60 HZ ’ )
hold o f f
pause
end
i f sum( isnan ( [ deltaPower , thetaPower , alphaPower , betaPower ,
gammaPower ] ) )
fpr intf (”woah”)
end
X( j , : ) = [ rad pentropy , yaw pentropy , p i tch pentropy ,
r o l l p en t r opy , . . .
rad entropy , yaw entropy , p i tch entropy ,
r o l l e n t r o p y , . . .
rad mean abs , rad std , yaw std , p i t ch s td ,
r o l l s t d , . . .
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polar , azimuthal , rad ius , . . .
psd 1 , psd 2 , p sd 1 a l t , p sd 2 a l t , . . .
mm env rad , mm env yaw , mm env pitch , mm env rol l
] ;
y ( j ) = scoredChunks ( j ) . v i gS ta t e ;
t ry
eegy = cat (1 , eegy , [ deltaPower , thetaPower , alphaPower ,
betaPower , . . .
gammaPower , deltaMaxPower , thetaMaxPower ,
alphaMaxPower , . . .
betaMaxPower , gammaMaxPower , medEMG] ) ;
catch
fpr intf (” oo f ”)
end
meta = cat (1 , meta , [max(abs (medEEG) ) ] ) ;
featNames =[” rad pentropy ” ,” yaw pentropy ” ,” p i t ch pentropy
” ,” r o l l pentropy ” , . . .
” rad entropy ” ,” yaw entropy ” ,” p i t ch entropy ” ,”
r o l l entropy ” , . . .
” rad mean abs” ,” rad std ” ,” yaw std ” ,” p i t ch std
” ,” r o l l std ” , . . .
”polar ” ,” azimuthal ” ,” rad iu s ” , . . .
”psd 1” ,” psd 2” ,” psd 1 norm” ,” psd 2 norm ” , . . .
”mm env rad ” ,” mm env yaw” ,” mm env p i t ch ” ,” mm
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